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ABSTRACT. – A general unique continuation result for partial differential operators with partially
analytic coefficients was obtained in Tataru (1995); however, certain technical assumptions were used
there. A part of these assumptions were elliminated independently by Hörmander (1985), and Robbiano
and Zuily (preprint). The aim of this note is to remove the remaining technical restriction and, at the same
time, to provide a simple proof for the entire result. Elsevier, Paris

1. Introduction

This article is devoted to the study of the unique continuation problem for partial differential
operators whose coefficients are partially analytic. With an appropriate choice of coordinates this
means that the coefficients are analytic with respect to some of the variables.

The first work in this direction is due to Robbiano [4], who obtained a partial result in the
special case of the wave equation with time independent coefficients. His result was slightly
improved by Hörmander [2] shortly afterwards. The first version of the general result below, for
arbitrary operators with partially analytic coefficients, was proved by the author in [6]. However,
the results in [6] required certain technical assumptions restricting the allowable class of analytic
coefficients. Some of these assumptions were removed independently, using different methods,
by Hörmander [3] and by Robbiano and Zuily [5]. Our aim here is to elliminate the remaining
technical assumptions and, at the same time, to provide a simpler proof of the results.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the class of operators we work
with and the appropriate notions of pseudoconvexity. In Section 3 we state our main unique
continuation result and we relate it to the corresponding Carleman estimates. The rest of the
paper is devoted to the proof of the Carleman estimates: Section 4 contains the discussion of the
conjugation argument and the crucial conjugation result; in Section 5 we prove the Carleman
estimates in the elliptic case, and in Section 6 we do the same for operators satisfying the
principal normality condition.

1 Research partially supported by NSF grant DMS-9622942 and by an Alfred P. Sloan fellowship.
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506 D. TATARU

2. Definitions

Split the coordinates inRn into x = (xa, xb), so that the two components have dimension
na , respectivelynb. Consider the foliationF of Rn with the surfacesxb = const. The conormal
bundle of the foliation is then:

N∗F = {(x, ξ) ∈ T ∗Rn; ξa = 0
}
.

Let P(x,D) be a partial differential operator of orderm with smooth coefficients in a region
A×B ⊂Rna ×Rnb . Assume that the coefficients ofP are analytic inxa . Denote byp(x, ξ) the
principal symbol ofP .

DEFINITION 2.1. –We say that the operatorP is principally normal in the conormal bundle
N∗F if ∣∣{p̄,p}∣∣6 c|p||ξ |m−1, in N∗F(1)

and

|pxa |6 c|p|, in N∗F .(2)

We also need a stronger version of the principal normality condition which is tied to the
analiticity of the coefficients. If the coefficients ofP are analytic inxa then the symbolp(x, ξ)
can be extended as a holomorphic function ofxa to a complex neighbourhoodV of the setA.

DEFINITION 2.2. –We say that the operatorP is analytically principally normal in the
conormal bundleN∗F if∣∣{p(za),p(z̃a)}∣∣+ ∣∣{p(za),p(z̃a)}∣∣6 c∣∣p(za)∣∣|ξb|m−1 in N∗F for za, z̃a ∈ V(3)

and

|pza |6 c|p| in N∗F , za ∈ V.(4)

For most operators the principal normality seems to imply the analytic principal normality.
This is certainly the case if the inequality∣∣q(xb, ξb)∣∣6 c∣∣p(x,0, ξb)∣∣(5)

is equivalent to having finitely many derivatives ofq vanish in certain directions; indeed, this
latter property can be easily extended by analyticity. Simple examples where this happens are:

(a) If p vanishes simply on a codimension 1 surface.
(b) If Rep, Imp vanish simply on two transversal surfaces.
In both these examples the inequality (5) follows from the conditionq = 0 inN∗F ∩ charP .

In general, however, it seems conceivable that the principal normality does not always imply the
analytic principal normality.

If the principal normality condition holds then the operatorsP(xa, xb,0,Db) have the same
strength in the sense that ∣∣p(xa, xb,0, ξb)∣∣6 c∣∣p(x̃a, xb,0, ξb)∣∣,
for all xa, x̃a ∈ A. If the analytic principal normality condition is valid then the same holds for
xa, x̃a in a complex neighbourhood ofA.
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Two special cases where the analytic principal normality condition is trivial are:
(E)P is elliptic in the conormal bundle of the foliationN∗F .
(H) P is of real principal type inN∗F andN∗F is invariant with respect to the null bichar-

acteristic flow.
Now we introduce the appropriate definitions of pseudoconvexity. Given aC2 function φ,

define the symbol

pφ(x, ξ, τ )= p(x, ξ + iτ∇φ).
Let Γ be a closed conic subset of the cotangent bundleT ∗Ω .

DEFINITION 2.3. – Let S be a smooth oriented hypersurface which is a level surface of a
smooth functionφ, andx0 ∈ S, ∇φ(x0) 6= 0. We say thatS is strongly pseudoconvex inΓ with
respect toP at x0 if

Re
{
p̄, {p,φ}}(x0, ξ) > 0 onp(x0, ξ)= {p,φ}(x0, ξ)= 0, ξ 6= 0, ξ ∈ Γx0,(6)

{p̄φ,pφ}(x0, ξ)/τ i > 0 onpφ(x0, ξ)= {pφ,φ}(x0, ξ)= 0, ξ ∈ Γx0, τ > 0.(7)

DEFINITION 2.4. – AC2 functionφ is strongly pseudoconvex inΓ with respect toP at x0 if :

Re
{
p̄, {p,φ}}(x0, ξ) > 0 on ξ ∈ Γx0, p(x0, ξ)= 0, ξ 6= 0,(8)

{p̄φ,pφ}(x0, ξ)/τ i > 0 onpφ(x0, ξ)= 0, ξ ∈ Γx0, τ > 0.(9)

Following Proposition 28.3.3 in [1], it is easy to verify that:

LEMMA 2.5. – (a)The strong pseudoconvexity condition for both functions and surfaces is
stable with respect to smallC2 perturbations.

(b) If φ is as in Definition2.3 thenψ = eλφ satisfies the strong pseudoconvexity condition
in (2.4) if λ is large enough.

In the proof of the Carleman estimates we shall use the following equivalent formulation of
the strong pseudoconvexity condition (see Hörmander [1], XXVIII):

LEMMA 2.6. – (a)Assume that the operatorP is principally normal. Then aC2 functionφ
is strongly pseudoconvex inΓ with respect toP at x0 iff for large enoughc

c−1τ
(
ξ2+ τ2)m−16 cτ−1|pφ|2− i{p̄φ,pφ} in Γ .(10)

(b) If in additionP is elliptic in Γ then(10)can be replaced by the stronger inequality

c−1(ξ2+ τ2)m−16 c|pφ|2− iτ {p̄φ,pφ} in Γ .(11)

3. Results

Our main result is

THEOREM 1. – LetP be a partial differential operator whose coefficients are smooth overall
and analytic in the leaves of the foliationF . Assume thatP is analytically principally normal in
N∗F .

Let Σ = {φ = 0} be an oriented hypersurface andx0 ∈ Σ . SupposeΣ is strongly pseudo-
convex with respect toP in the conormal bundle of the foliationN∗x0

F .
If u is a solution toP(x,D)u= 0 nearx0 so thatsuppu⊂ {φ 6 φ(x0)} thenx0 /∈ suppu.
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In other words, this says that we have unique continuation across surfaces that are strongly
pseudoconvex inN∗F . This result was first proved in Tataru [6] in case (H) under the assumption
that the coefficients2 of P are independent ofxa and in case (E) under the assumption that the
coefficients2 of P are entire functions of type 2 inxa . Recently Hörmander [2] and Robbiano
and Zuily [5] have independently proved the complete result in case (E), and for principally
normal operators, under the assumption that the coefficients2 of P do not depend onxa on
N∗F . Here we allow the coefficients ofP to depend (analytically) onxa onN∗F , subject, of
course, to the adapted version of principal normality condition.

Remark3.1. – A natural question to ask is whether the second part of the principal normality
condition is truly necessary for the unique continuation. While the answer to this is not obvious,
it is clear that this condition is necessary for the corresponding Carleman estimates.

Remark3.2. – To keep the calculus simple we assume that the coefficients ofP are smooth
as functions ofxb. However, the arguments can be easily adapted toC1 coefficients in case (E)
andC2 coefficients in case (H). In general the coefficients need to be as good as required in
Fefferman–Phong’s inequality.

The unique continuation result follows from some suitable Carleman estimates. Below we
present these estimates and show how they imply Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. – LetA×B be a bounded subset ofRna ×Rnb andP be a partial differential
operator inA×B whose coefficients are smooth overall and analytic inxa . Assume that:

(i) P is analytically principally normal inN∗A×BF .
(ii) φ is analytic in a neighbourhood ofA×B and strongly pseudoconvex with respect toP

in N∗A×BF .
Then there existc, d > 0 such that for each small enoughε > 0 and large enoughτ we have

τ
∣∣e− ε

2τ D
2
aeτφu

∣∣2
m−1,τ 6 c

(∣∣e− ε
2τ D

2
aeτφP (x,D)u

∣∣2
0

+ ∣∣eτ(φ−dε)P (x,D)u∣∣20+ ∣∣eτ(φ−dε)u∣∣2m−1,τ

)
(12)

wheneveru is a distribution supported inA×B for which the right hand side is finite.

The following stronger estimate holds in the elliptic case (E):

THEOREM 3. – LetA×B be a bounded subset ofRna ×Rnb andP be a partial differential
operator inA×B whose coefficients are smooth overall and analytic inxa . Assume that:

(i) P is elliptic inN∗A×BF .
(ii) φ is analytic in a neighbourhood ofA×B and strongly pseudoconvex with respect toP

in N∗A×BF .
Then there existc, d > 0 such that for each small enoughε > 0 and large enoughτ we have

τ−1
∣∣e− ε

2τ D
2
aeτφu

∣∣2
m,τ
6 c

(∣∣e− ε
2τ D

2
aeτφP (x,D)u

∣∣2
0

+ ∣∣eτ(φ−dε)P (x,D)u∣∣20+ ∣∣eτ(φ−dε)u∣∣2m−1,τ

)
,(13)

wheneveru is a distribution supported inA×B for which the right hand side is finite.

Note that in the classical Carleman estimates one assumes that the pseudoconvexity condition
holds in the entire cotangent bundle; then the estimates have the form∣∣eτφu∣∣6 ∣∣eτφPu∣∣,

2 This restriction applies only to the coefficients of the principal part.
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(with appropriate norms). Here we only have the pseudoconvexity condition in the set{|ξa | = 0}.
The Gaussian in the estimates cuts off exactly a neighbourhood of this region. The price to pay
is the last two right hand side terms, which naively account for what happens away from this
set. Theorems 2, 3 are proved in Sections 4, 5, 6. The other ingredient required for the proof of
Theorem 1 is:

THEOREM 4. – Supposeu satisfies∣∣e− ε
2τ D

2
aeτφu

∣∣6 ceγ τ(14)

for large enoughτ . Thenu is supported in{φ 6 γ }.
This result was proved in Tataru [6]. For the reader’s convenience we sketch the proof in

Appendix A.
Now we can show how the Carleman estimates in Theorems 2, 3 combined with Theorem 4

yield the uniqueness result in Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. –After a standard perturbation and localization argument (see Hörman-
der [1], XXVIII) the uniqueness result reduces to the following statement:

LetA⊂Rna , convex andB ⊂Rnb . Letr > 0. Letφ be a strongly pseudoconvex function with
respect toP onN∗F in A×B.

Letu be a function satisfying the following conditions:
(a)u is supported inA×B.
(b)Pu is supported inφ 6 0.
Thenu= 0 in {φ 6 0}.
To prove this, let

φ0=max
{
φ(x); x ∈ suppu

}
.

Then using the Carleman estimate (12) we obtain∣∣e− ε
2τ D

2
aeτφu

∣∣6 ceγ τ , γ =max{0, φ0− dε}.

Hence Theorem 4 implies thatφ06 γ , which shows thatφ06 0.

4. Proof of the Carleman estimates: the conjugation

To prove the Carleman estimates a first step is to conjugate the operatorP by the exponential
weight eτφ . This yields

eτφP = Pφeτφ, Pφ = P(x,D + iτ∇φ).

Then with the notationw = eτφu the inequality (13), for instance, reduces to

τ−1
∣∣e− ε

2τ D
2
aw
∣∣2
m,τ
6 c

(∣∣e− ε
2τ D

2
a Pφw

∣∣2
0+

∣∣e−dετPφw∣∣20+ ∣∣e−dετw∣∣2m−1,τ

)
.(15)

Without the Gaussian this would essentially be a subelliptic estimate forPφ . As it is, what we
need to do first is to find an approximate conjugate ofPφ with respect to the Gaussian,

e−
ε

2τ D
2
a Pφ = Pφ,ε/τe− ε

2τ D
2
a +O

(
e−cτ

)
.
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510 D. TATARU

A simple computation yields

e−
ε

2τ D
2
a xa =

(
xa + i

ε

τ
Da

)
e−

ε
2τ D

2
a

and further

e−
ε

2τ D
2
a xαa =

(
xa + i

ε

τ
Da

)α
e−

ε
2τ D

2
a .

The crucial observation is that we can use the Weyl calculus to rewrite(xa + i(ε/τ)Da)α as
Opw((xa + i(ε/τ)ξa)α). This suggests the good candidate forPφ,ε/τ ; namely, if:

Pφ(x,D, τ)=
∑

cα(x)(D, τ)
α,

then set

Pφ,ε/τ =Opw cα

(
xa + i

ε

τ
ξa

)
(Da, τ )

α.

To do this we need to extendcα as functions ofxa to the complex plane. In order to get a nice
symbol for the extension we cannot just take the holomorphic extension ofcα ; we need to use
some cutoff.

The plan of the proof of the Carleman estimates is as follows:
(i) We definePφ,ε/τ and prove that it is a good conjugate ofPφ .
(ii) We discuss the calculus for operators of the same type asPφ,ε/τ .
(iii) We prove a subelliptic estimate forPφ .
(iv) We show thatPφ,ε/τ is a small perturbation ofPφ in the appropriate sense; this allows us

to transfer the subelliptic estimate toPφ,ε/τ .
(v) Finally, we use the conjugation result to show that this implies the Carleman estimate

for P .
In order to make the ideas clearer we carry out steps (iii) and (iv) first for the simpler elliptic

case (E) in Section 5, and then for the general case in Section 6.

4.1. The conjugation

For r > 0 denote byAr the r neighbourhood ofA. Of course, bothφ and the coefficients
of P can be extended to holomorphic functions inxa in a complex neighbourhood ofA, say
A4r + iB(0,4r), for somer > 0.

Denote byH the space of bounded holomorphic functions inA4r+ iB(0,4r). Given a function
f ∈H we truncate it as follows. Letχ be a smooth cutoff function supported inA4r , which is 1
in A3r . Let η be a smooth cutoff function supported inB(0,3r), which is 1 inB(0,2r). Now set

f r(z)= χ(Rez)η(Imz)f (z).

Then our candidate for the conjugate off with respect to the Gaussian e− δ2D2
a is the operator:

Fδ =Opw
(
f r(xa + iδξa)

)
.

Let µ be a smooth cutoff function supported inA4r + iRn which is 1 inA3r + iRn. Define the
remainder:

Rf,δ = µFδe− δ2D2
a − e−

δ
2D

2
a f.
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The following result shows thatFδ is a good conjugate forf :

PROPOSITION 4.1. – LetX be a Banach space. Letf ∈H(X) andRf,δ be as above. Then

Rf,δ ∈ e−r2/2δ OPS−∞(A;X) uniformly in06 δ 6 1.

Proof. –Look at the kernelK(x,y) of Rf,δ . We have

K(x,y)=µ(x)
∫ (

f r
(
x +w

2
+ iδξ

)
− f (y)

)
ei(x−w)ξe−

1
2δ (w−y)2 dwdξ

+ (1−µ(x))a(y)e− 1
2δ (x−y)2.

Sincey ∈ A while 1− µ is supported away fromA3r , the conclusion follows immediately for
the second RHS term. It remains to look at the first one. With the change of variable:

z= x +w
2
+ iδξ,

the corresponding integral becomes:

I (x, y)=µ(x)
∫ (

f r(z)− f (y))e− 1
2δ (x−y)2eδ−1(z−y)(2x−z−z̄) dzdz̄.(16)

Write

f r(z)− f (y)= (1− η(Imz)
)
f (y)+ η(Imz)

(
χ(Rez)f (z)− f (y)).(17)

Corresponding to the first right hand side term, in the(w, ξ) coordinates, we get the integral

I1(x, y)=µ(x)f (y)
∫ (

1− η(δξ))ei(x−w)ξe−
1
2δ (w−y)2 dwdξ

which can be explicitely integrated inw,

I1(x, y)= µ(x)f (y)
∫ (

1− η(δξ))ei(x−y)ξe−
δ
2ξ

2
dξ

and the correct bound follows since 1− η is supported in{|ξ |> 3r}.
For the second right hand side term in (17) we write further:

η(Imz)
(
χ(Rez)f (z)− f (y))= η(Imz)b(z, y)(z− y)

whereb is holomorphic in the same domain asχ(Rez)f (z), that is, inA3r + iB(0,4r).
With the(z, z̄) coordinates the corresponding integral becomes:

I2(x, y)=
∫
η(Imz)b(z, y)(z− y)e− 1

2δ (x−y)2eδ−1(z−y)(2x−z−z̄) dzdz̄.

Then we can integrate by parts with respect toz̄ to obtain:

I2(x, y)=µ(x)
∫
∂̄z
(
η(Imz)b(z, y)

)
e−

τ
2 (x−y)2eτ(z−y)(2x−z−z̄) dzdz̄.

Returning to the original coordinates, we have:

I2(x, y)= I21(x, y)+ I22(x, y)
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where

I21= χ(x)
∫
η(δξ)∂̄b

(
x +w

2
+ iδξ, y

)
ei(x−w)ξe−

1
2δ (w−y)2 dwdξ

and

I22= χ(x)
∫
η′(δξ)b

(
x +w

2
+ iδξ, y

)
ei(x−w)ξe−

1
2δ (w−y)2 dwdξ.

For I21 it suffices to look at the support of the integrand. Indeed, we start withy ∈ A, while
x ∈ A4r (the support ofµ). But (x + w)/2 /∈ A3r (the support of̄∂b). SinceA is convex this
impliesw /∈ A2r . Hence|w − y| > 2r in the support of the integrand and the correct bound
follows.

For I22, if there were nob, we could take advantage of the fact that

suppη′ ⊂B(0,3r) \B(0,2r)(18)

and argue as forI1. We contend that the result still holds even withb. First observe that without
any restriction in generality we can restrict the integral to the region|w− y|6 r. Sincex ∈A4r
this implies that(x +w)/2∈A3r . Then forξ in the support ofη′ we get that the function

b

(
x +w

2
+ iδξ, y

)
is in effect holomorphic as a function ofw in the complex region|w− z|6 r. Then the estimate
for I22 follows from (18) and the following lemma:

LEMMA 4.2. –Letf be a holomorphic function in|z|6 r; then∣∣∣∣ ∫
|x|6r

f (x)eixξe−
1
2δ x

2
dx

∣∣∣∣6 cnrne−min{ δ2ξ2, 1
2δ r

2}|f |∞,

wherecn depends only on the dimension.

Proof. –By rescaling the problem reduces to the caseδ = 1. In dimension 1 we make an
appropriate change of the contour of integration to get the estimate. We can rewrite the integral
as

r∫
−r
f (z)e−

ξ2

2 e−
(z−iξ)2

2 dz.

If |ξ |6 r then we take as the new contour the broken line from−r to iξ to r; then the second
exponent above has negative real part and the estimate follows. If|ξ |> r then we take as the new
contour the broken line from−r to ir sgnξ to r.

To prove the result inRn assume without any restriction in generality thatξ = (ξ1,0, . . . ,0).
Then use the one-dimensional result for the integration inx1:∣∣∣∣ ∫

|x|6r
f (x)eix1ξ1e−

1
2δ x

2
dx

∣∣∣∣6 ∫
Bn−1(0,r)

(
r2− |x ′|2) 1

2 e−min{ ξ22 , r
2−x′2

2 }e−
x′2
2 dx ′

6 cnrne−min{ ξ22 , r
2
2 }. 2
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To get similar estimates for the derivatives ofI (x, y) with respect tox,y observe first that the
commutator ofRf,δ with D is an operator of the same type. Hence, it suffices to look at thex

derivatives of the kernel. It is easiest to do this in (16). Differentiating there with respect tox

yields a factor of(x − y)/δ and a factor of(z− y)/δ. One can easily see that neither of them
causes any trouble in the estimates.

Remark4.3. – The above proof simplifies considerably if we assume thatf is holomorphic in
A4r + iRn, decaying rapidly at infinity. Then the functionη is no longer necessary, therefore the
estimates forI1 andI22 are not needed. For the coefficients ofP this can be achieved by taking
suitable coordinates and by multiplyingP by ex

2
a , say.

If we use the above result withδ = ε/τ and takeX to be succesively the space of operators of
order 0,1, . . . ,m in xb then we get:

COROLLARY 4.4. – The following estimate holds:

∣∣(χ(x)Pφ,ε/τe− ε
2τ D

2
a − e−

ε
2τ D

2
aPφ

)
w
∣∣6 e−

τ r2
2ε
∣∣(|Da| + τ)−nw∣∣m,τ ,

wheneverw ∈Hm is supported inA×B.

4.2. The calculus for thePφ,ε/τ operators

To keep things clear at the stage where we prove the Carleman estimates, we stop for a moment
and set up a calculus for operators which are similar toPφ,ε/τ . Let Y , Z be Banach spaces of
differential (pseudodifferential) operators onRnb .

By Sq(Y ) we denote theY valuedSq symbols inRna . To a symbola ∈ Sq(Y ) we associate
the operator

Aδ =OPw a(x+ iδξ), 06 δ 6 1.

We callOPδ Sq(Y ) the corresponding class of operators.

PROPOSITION 4.5. – LetE,F be two Hilbert spaces of functions so thatY ⊂ L(E,F). Let
a ∈ S0(Y ). Then we have:

(a) Aδ :L2(E)→ L2(F ), uniformly in06 δ 6 1.
(b) δ−1(A0−Aδ) ∈OPδ S−1(Y )Da , uniformly in06 δ 6 1.

Proof. –The symbolsa(x + iδξ) of Aδ are uniformly bounded inS0(L(E,F)), therefore (a)
is part of a classical result (see Hörmander [1], 18.1).

For (b) observe thatδ−1(Aδ − A0) has the symbolξba(x + iδξ) where the symbolsba are
chosen so that

ξb(x + iξ)= a(x + iξ)− a(x).
Next we take a look at composition of such operators. LetYZ be another Banach space of

operators which contains all compositions of an operator inY with an operator inZ.

PROPOSITION 4.6. – Leta ∈ Sk(Y ) andb ∈ Sl(Z). ThenAδBδ ∈OPδ Sk+l (YZ) uniformly in
06 δ 6 1.

Proof. –Look for the Weil symbol ofAδBδ of the formc(x + iδξ). Then∫
c

(
x + y

2
+ iδξ

)
eiξ(x−y)dξ =

∫
a

(
x + z

2
+ iδη

)
eiξ(x−z)c

(
z+ y

2
+ iδµ

)
eiµ(z−y) dηdµdz,
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which after inverting the Fourier transform inξ and making the change of variable

x + y
2
:= x, x + z := 2y, y + z := 2z, η− ξ := η, µ− ξ :=µ

yields

c(x + iξ)=
∫
a
(
y + i(ξ − δη))b(z+ i(ξ − δµ))e2i(x−y)ηe2i(x−z)µdy dzdηdµ.(19)

Integrating iny, z in the RHS gives

c(x + iξ)=
∫
d(η,µ, ξ)e2ix(η+µ) dηdµ, d ∈ Sη,µ

(
Sk+lξ (YZ)

)
.

Since the Fourier transform of a Schwartz function is a Schwartz function it follows that:

c(x + iξ) ∈ Sk+l (YZ). 2
Next we get the commutator estimates.

PROPOSITION 4.7. –Leta ∈ Sk(Y ) andb ∈ S l (Z). LetW be another Banach space so that[
a(z), b(z̃)

] ∈ Skz (Slz̃)(W).(20)

ThenAδBδ ∈OPδ Sk+l (W)+ δOPδ Sk+l−1(YZ) uniformly in06 δ 6 1.

Proof. –As before, we denote byCδ the commutator. Then the analogue of (19) is

c(x + iξ)=
∫
a
(
y + i(ξ − δη))b(z+ i(ξ − δµ))e2i(x−y)ηe2i(x−z)µ

− b(y + i(ξ − δη))a(z+ i(ξ − δµ))e2i(x−y)ηe2i(x−z)µdy dzdηdµ

which further gives

c(x + iξ)=
∫ [

b
(
y + i(ξ − δη)), a(z+ i(ξ − δµ))]e2i(x−y)ηe2i(x−z)µ

+ a(y + i(ξ − δη))b(z+ i(ξ − δµ))e2i(x−y)ηe2i(x−z)µ

− a(y + i(ξ + δη))b(z+ i(ξ + δµ))e2i(x−y)ηe2i(x−z)µdy dzdηdµ.

Arguing as in the previous lemma, by (20) the commutator is inSk+l (W). The difference of
the last two terms, on the other hand, is inδSk+l−1(YZ), uniformly in δ. Hence the conclussion
follows.

5. Proof of the Carleman estimates: The elliptic case

5.1. The subelliptic estimate forPφ

The pseudoconvexity condition forφ in (11) implies that for large enoughc,

c−1(ξ2+ τ2)m 6 c(∣∣pφ(x, ξ, τ )∣∣2+ ξ2
a

(
ξ2+ τ2)m−1)+ 2τ {Repφ, Impφ}(21)
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for x in a neighbourhood ofA×B, sayA2r ×B. Then Garding’s inequality yields, for a larger
c and sufficiently largeτ ,

c−1|v|2m,τ 6 c
(|P̃φv|2+ |Dav|2m−1,τ

)+ 2 Re〈Prφv, ImP iφv〉,(22)

for v supported inA2r ×B. HerePrφ , P iφ are the selfadjoint, respectively the skew-adjoint parts
of Pφ , whose principal symbols are Repφ , respectively i Impφ .

Of course this further gives

c1τ |v|2m−1,τ 6 |Pφv|2+ τ−1|Dav|2m−1,τ .

However, (22) is of interest to us because this is the estimate we shall transfer toPφ,ε/τ .

5.2. The subelliptic estimates forPφ,ε/τ

We would like to show that 22 is still true withPφ replaced byPφ,ε/τ . To achieve this we shall
prove thatPφ,ε/τ is a small perturbation ofP in the appropriate sense. From Proposition 4.5 with
δ = ε/τ we immediately obtain:

LEMMA 5.1. – If Pφ,ε/τ is as above then

∣∣(Pφ,ε/τ − Pφ)v∣∣6 c∣∣∣∣εDaτ v

∣∣∣∣
m,τ

for all v supported inA2r .

Now we need to look at the inner products arising in the proof of the estimates. ByPrφ,ε/τ ,

P iφ,ε/τ we denote the selfadjoint, respectively the skew-adjoint parts ofPφ , whose principal

symbols3 are Repφ,ε/τ , respectively i Impφ,ε/τ .

LEMMA 5.2. – LetPφ , Pφ,ε/τ be as above. Then

∣∣Re
〈
Prφv,P

i
φv
〉−Re

〈
Prφ,ε/τ v,P

i
φ,ε/τ v

〉∣∣6 c( ε
τ
|v|2m,τ +

∣∣∣∣εDaτ v

∣∣∣∣2
m,τ

)
,

wheneverv is supported inA2r .

Proof. –The left hand side in the inequality can be written as|〈Dv,v〉| with

D = [Prφ,P iφ]− [Prφ,ε/τ ,P iφ,ε/τ ].
With δ = ετ−1 we get

Pφ,ε/τ ∈OPSδ S
−∞(C∞xb )(D, τ)m.

Then, by Proposition 4.5,

Pφ,ε/τ − Pφ ∈ δOPSδ S
−1(C∞xb )(D, τ)mDa.

3 modulo operators of the same type but of orderm− 1.
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Hence from Proposition 4.7 we obtain[
Prφ,P

i
φ

]− [Prφ,ε/τ ,P iφ,ε/τ ] ∈ δOPSδ S
−2(C∞)(D, τ)2m + δ2 OPSδ S

−1(C∞)(D, τ)2mDa
which implies the desired conclusion.

Using Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 in (22) we get, for smallε:

c−1|v|2m,τ 6 c
(∣∣P̃φ,ε/τ v∣∣2+ |Dav|2m−1,τ +

∣∣∣∣εDaτ v

∣∣∣∣2
m,τ

)
+ 2 Re

〈
Prφ,ε/τ v, ImP iφ,ε/τ v

〉
.

This implies that

|v|2m,τ 6 c
(
τ
∣∣Pφ,ε/τ v∣∣2+ |Dav|2m−1,τ +

∣∣∣∣εDaτ v

∣∣∣∣2
m,τ

)
.(23)

5.3. Conclusion

Forw supported inA set

v =µ1e−
ε

2τ D
2
aw,

whereµ1 is a cutoff function supported inA2r which is 1 inAr . If µ is as in Section 4.1 then

∣∣(1−µ)Pφ,ε/τ v∣∣6 ( ε
τ

)N
|v|m,τ

since operators inOPδ S0 have kernel decaying likeδ−n(1+ δ−1x)−N away from the diagonal.
Hence from (23) we get

|v|2m,τ 6 c
(
τ
∣∣µPφ,ε/τ v∣∣2+ |Dav|2m−1,τ +

∣∣∣∣εDaτ v

∣∣∣∣2
m,τ

)
.

We claim we can substitutev by e− ε
2τ D

2
aw in the estimate above. Indeed, this follows from the

decay of the kernel of e− ε
2τ D

2
a off the diagonal,∣∣(1−µ1)e
− ε

2τ D
2
aw
∣∣
m,τ
6 e−

τ
2ε r

2∣∣(|Da | + τ)−Nw∣∣m,τ .
Hence we obtain∣∣e− ε

2τ D
2
aw
∣∣2
m,τ
6 c

(
τ
∣∣χPφ,ε/τe− ε

2τ D
2
aw
∣∣2+ ∣∣Dae− ε

2τ D
2
aw
∣∣2
m−1,τ +

∣∣∣∣εDaτ e−
ε

2τ D
2
aw

∣∣∣∣2
m,τ

+ e−
τ
2ε r

2∣∣(|Da | + τ)−Nw∣∣2m,τ).
For the first RHS term we use the conjugation result in Corrolary 4.4. The next two RHS terms
are controlled by the LHS in a region|ξa | 6 cτ . Outside this region, the Gaussian provides
exponential decay. Thus, we get∣∣e− ε

2τ D
2
aw
∣∣2
m,τ
6 c

(
τ
∣∣Pφe−

ε
2τ D

2
aw
∣∣2+ e−cετ

∣∣(|Da | + τ)−Nw∣∣2m,τ )
which implies (15). 2
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6. Proof of the Carleman estimates: Principally normal operators

The proof follows the same line as the proof of Theorem 3, but we need to be more careful
with the choice of the function spaces we use. We start by defining the correct function spaces
and we relate them to the operatorPφ . Then we give the appropriate conjugation lemma. Finally,
we prove the subelliptic estimate forPφ and then we transfer it toPφ,ε/τ .

6.1. Function spaces

Due to the analytic principal normality condition, it follows that

c−1
∣∣p(za, xb,0, ξb)∣∣6 ∣∣p(z̃a, xb,0, ξb)∣∣6 c∣∣p(za, xb,0, ξb)∣∣,

for za , z̃a in a small complex neighbourhood ofA. This leads us to introduce a reference symbol

q(xb, ξb)= p
(
x0
a, xb,0, ξb

)
,

for some fixedx0
a ∈A. Correspondingly we define the classes of symbols inRb:

SkQ =
{
a(xb, ξb) ∈ Sk;

∣∣a(xb, ξb)∣∣6 c∣∣q(xb, ξb)∣∣|ξb|k−m}.
If we extend as before the coefficients ofP to Cna then the analytic principal normality yields
the following properties for the extended symbolp(za, xb, ξ):

p(za, xb,0, ξb) ∈ S
(
SmQ
)
,(24)

{
p(za, xb,0, ξb),p(z̃a, xb,0, ξb)

}
,
{
p(za, xb,0, ξb),p(z̃a, xb,0, ξb)

} ∈ S(S2m−1
Q

)
.(25)

We first observe that acQ bound for a symbol implies a similar estimate for the operator.

LEMMA 6.1. – SupposeQ, R are operators of orderm with smooth coefficients so thatQ is
principally normal and|r(xb, ξb)|6 c|q(xb, ξb)|. Then

|Rv|6 c(|Qv| + |v|m−1
)
.

Proof. –Without any restriction in generality we can assume that the principal symbol ofr is
real. Then we use Fefferman–Phong’s theorem.

The above lemma suggests the introduction the Hilbert spacesHk
Q with norm defined by

|v|2k,Q = |Qv|2k−m + |v|2k−1.

Then the operators with symbols inSkQ mapHj
Q intoHj−k.

Define also the weighted function spacesHm
Q,τ with norms:

|u|2m,τ,Q = |Qu|2+
∣∣(Da, τ )u∣∣2m−1,τ .

These spaces are translation invariant inxa so they will interact in a simple way with the
Gaussian. We can also use Lemma 6.1 to relate them to the operatorsPφ :

COROLLARY 6.2. – The following estimate holds:

|Pφv|6 c|v|m,τ,Q and |v|m,τ,Q 6 c
(|Pφv| + ∣∣(Da, τ )v∣∣m−1,τ

)
.
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6.2. The conjugation

PROPOSITION 6.3. –LetPφ , Pφ,ε/τ be as above. Then

∣∣(χPφ,ε/τe− ε
2τ D

2
a − e−

ε
2τ D

2
aPφ

)
w
∣∣6 e−cτ

∣∣(|Da | + τ)−Nw∣∣m,Q.
Proof. –We use Proposition 4.1; the part ofPφ containingm Db derivatives is inH(SmQ)

therefore the corresponding remainder is estimated by the RHS. For the rest ofPφ we just use
theHk spaces.

6.3. The subelliptic estimate forPφ

The pseudoconvexity condition (10) forφ implies the estimate

c−1τ2(ξ2+ τ2)m−16 c
(∣∣pφ(x, ξ, τ )∣∣2+ ξ2

a

(
ξ2+ τ2)m−1)+ 2{Repφ, Impφ}.(26)

Then the Fefferman–Phong inequality yields (with a largerc)

c−1τ2|v|2m−1,τ 6 c
(|Pφv|2+ |Dav|2m−1,τ

)+ 2 Re〈RePφv, ImPφv〉.

Using Lemma 6.1 this further gives

c−1|v|2m,τ,Q 6 c
(|Pφv|2+ |Dav|2m−1,τ

)+ 2 Re〈RePφv, ImPφv〉.(27)

6.4. The subelliptic estimate forPφ,ε/τ

Now we shall prove thatPφ,ε/τ is a small perturbation ofPφ as far as the estimate (27) is
concerned.

LEMMA 6.4. – If Pφ,ε/τ is as above then∣∣Pφ,ε/τ v∣∣6 c|v|m,τ,Q
and ∣∣(Pφ,ε/τ − Pφ)v∣∣6 c∣∣∣∣εDaτ v

∣∣∣∣
m,τ,Q

,

for all V supported inA2r .

Proof. –(a) All the terms inPφ,ε/τ v are controlled by|(Da, τ )v|m−1,τ except forP(xa +
i(εDa/τ), xb,0,Db,0). But according to (24) this operator is in the classOPδ S0(SX), therefore
it is bounded fromL2(Hm

Q) intoL2(L2).
(b) This follows in a similar way from part (b) of Proposition 4.5.
Now we need to look at the inner products arising in the proof of the estimates:

LEMMA 6.5. – LetPφ , Pφ,ε/τ be as above. Then

∣∣Re〈Prφv, ImP iφv〉 −Re〈Prφ,ε/τ v,P iφ,ε/τ v〉
∣∣6 ε

τ

(
|v|2m,τ,Q +

∣∣∣∣εDaτ v

∣∣∣∣2
m,τ,Q

)
.(28)
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Proof. –By (24),

Pφ,ε/τ = Pmδ + Pm−1
δ (Da, τ )+ · · · + P 0

δ (Da, τ )
m,

wherepm ∈ S(SmQ) andpj ∈ S(Sj ) for j = 0,m− 1. ThenPφ,ε/τ − Pφ has the form

1Pφ,ε/τ = Pφ,ε/τ − Pφ = δ
(
Qmδ + (Da, τ )Qm−1

δ + · · · + (Da, τ )mQ0
δ

)
Da

where theQj ’s are in the same class asPj ’s.
Again, we need to get an estimate for〈Dv,v〉 with

D = [Prφ ,P iφ]− [Prφ,ε/τ ,P iφ,ε/τ ]= [ImPφ,ε/τ ,Re1Pφ,ε/τ ] − [Im1Pφ,ε/τ ,RePφ].

As in Lemma 5.2, we have:

D ∈ δOPδ S
−1(S0)(D, τ)2m + δ2 OPδ S

−1(S0)(D, τ)2mDa.
All the terms in〈Dv,v〉 can be estimated by the right hand side in (28) except for those terms

containing at least 2m− 1 Db derivatives. Hence we only need to do special estimates for two
types of commutators:

(a) [Pmδ ,Qm−1
δ (Da, τ )Da],

(b) [Pmδ ,Qmδ Da].
The commutators of bothPmδ andQm−1

δ with Da yield operators of the same type, i.e., in
OPSδ(SmQ), respectivelyOPSδ(Sm−1).

For part (a) we use Proposition 4.7 withY = SmQ, Z = Sm−1, YZ= S2m−1
Q andW = S2m−2 to

get [
Pmδ ,Q

m−1
δ (Da, τ )Da

] ∈OPSδ
(
S2m−1
Q

)
(Da, τ )+ δOPSδ

(
S2m−2)(Da, τ )D2

a.

The first component does contain 2m− 1 Db derivatives, but is in the correspondingQ space,
therefore it has the correct mapping properties.

Finally, for part (b), by (24), (25) we can use Proposition 4.7 withY = Z = SmQ, YZ=
L(Hm

Q, (H
m
Q)
′) andW = S2m−1

Q to get

[
Pmδ ,Q

m
δ Da

] ∈OPSδ
(
S2m−1
Q

)
Da +OPSδ

(
L
(
Hm
Q,
(
Hm
Q

)′))
.

Using the above two Lemmas in (27) we get:

c−1|v|2m,τ,Q 6 c
(
|Pφ,ε/τ v|2+ |Dav|2m−1,τ +

∣∣∣∣ ετ Dav
∣∣∣∣
m,τ,Q

)
+ 2 Re

〈
Prφ,ε/τ v,P

i
φ,ε/τ v

〉
(29)

and further

|v|2m,τ,Q 6 c
(
τ |Pφ,ε/τ v|2+ |Dav|2m−1,τ +

∣∣∣∣ ετ Dav
∣∣∣∣
m,τ,Q

)
.(30)

6.5. Conclusion

Now we insert the cutoff functionχ and then elliminateµ,µ1 just as we did in the elliptic
case, but estimating the remainders using theHm

Q instead of theHm norm. This yields:
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∣∣e− ε
2τ D

2
aw
∣∣2
m,τ,Q

6 c
(
τ
∣∣χPφ,ε/τe− ε

2τ D
2
aw
∣∣2+ ∣∣Dae− ε

2τ D
2
aw
∣∣2
m−1,τ

+
∣∣∣∣ ετ Dae− ε

2τ D
2
aw

∣∣∣∣
m,τ,Q

+ ∣∣(|Da | + τ)−Nw∣∣Q,τ).
Use the conjugation lemma for the first RHS term. The other two are controlled by the LHS in the
region|ξa|6 cτ ; outside this region we get the exponential decay from the Gaussian as before,
we get ∣∣e− ε

2τ D
2
aw
∣∣2
m,τ,Q

6 c
(
τ
∣∣χPφ,ε/τe− ε

2τ D
2
aw
∣∣2+ e−cετ

∣∣(|Da| + τ)−Nw∣∣2m,Q,τ ).(31)

To conclude we use Corollary 6.2 to bound the last term by∣∣(|Da | + τ)−Nw∣∣2m,Q,τ 6 c∣∣(|Da | + τ)−NPφw∣∣2+ ∣∣(|Da | + τ)−Nw∣∣2m−1,τ .

A. Proof of Theorem 4

Without any restriction in generality we can assume thatγ = 0. Let v be a function whose
Fourier transform has compact support. Consider the functiong :R→R,

g(t)=
∫
δ
(
t − φ(x))u(x)v(x)dx.

Its Fourier transform is the entire function

ĝ(z)= 〈v,eτφu〉.

Clearly ∣∣ĝ(z)∣∣
m−1.τ 6 ce

c|z|, z ∈ C,
while ∣∣ĝ(z)∣∣

m−1.τ 6 c
(
1+ |z|m−1), z ∈ R.

On the other hand, (14) shows thatĝ is bounded on the negative imaginary axis. Hence, we can
use the Phragmen–Lindelof theorem to conclude that∣∣ĝ(z)∣∣

m−1.τ 6 c
(
1+ |z|m−1), Imz < 0.

This implies thatg(t)= 0 whent > 0. Hence, ifh is a smooth function compactly supported in
R+ then: ∫

g(t)h(t)= 0

which is equivalent to ∫
u(x)v(x)h

(
φ(x)

)
dx = 0.

This holds for anyv whose Fourier transform has compact support and, by density for anyv.
Consequently we getu= 0 in supph(φ(x)), i.e.,u= 0 in φ > 0.
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